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ABSTRACT

Circular depolarization ratio (CDR) is a polarimetric parameter, which, unlike linear depolarization ratio (LDR),
does not exhibit significant dependence on hydrometeor orientation and can be used for particle type identification
and shape estimation if propagation effects are small. The measurement scheme with simultaneous transmission
and simultaneous reception (STSR) of horizontally and vertically polarized signals is widely used with research
and operational radars. The STSR scheme does not provide direct measurements of depolarization. This study
presents an estimator to obtain depolarization ratios from STSR complex voltages in radar receivers. This
estimator provides true CDR if the phase shift on transmission, b, is equal to 6908 and the phase shift on
reception, g , equals 2b. Even if these conditions are not satisfied, depolarization estimates are still possible if
b 1 g 5 08 (though such estimates deviate slightly from true CDR varying between CDR and slant-458LDR).
The sum b 1 g represents the initial differential phase shift offset and can be accounted for. The use of this
depolarization estimator is illustrated with the data from the NOAA X-band radar. The measurements in ice
clouds demonstrate the utility of near-CDR estimates to identify dendritic crystals and their gradual aggregation
within the cloud. Illustrations are also given for near-CDR estimates in rain. An important advantage of de-
polarization estimates in the STSR mode is that these estimates are obtained from two ‘‘strong’’ channel returns.
This greatly relaxes the radar sensitivity requirements compared to radar systems that utilize direct depolarization
measurements as the power ratio of radar echoes measured in ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ receiving channels that
represent two orthogonal polarizations.

1. Introduction

Polarimetric radars are a power tool for quantitative
studies of properties of atmospheric hydrometeors
(Doviak and Zrnic 1993; English et al. 1991; Bringi and
Chandrasekar 2001). The majority of meteorological po-
larimetric radars employ the linear polarization basis
defined by the horizontal (h) and the vertical (y) polar-
izations. Although some earlier (e.g., McCormick and
Hendry 1975) and more recent (e.g., Krehbiel et al.
1996) studies of precipitation used radars operating in
the circular polarization basis, this basis, defined by the
left-hand circular (LHC) and right-hand circular (RHC)
polarizations, has not become predominant in meteo-
rological radars, in part because of a rather strong de-
pendence of orthogonal radar echoes on propagation
effects in rain.
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However, in situations when propagation effects are
small, polarimetric parameters in the circular basis
contain valuable information on hydrometeor types
and shapes. It has been shown (e.g., Matrosov 1991;
Matrosov et al. 2001) that circular depolarization ratio
(CDR) measurements can successfully be used to dis-
tinguish between layers of planar-type and columnar-
type hydrometeors in winter clouds and to estimate
their effective shape as characterized by the aspect
ratio. Though a number of methods for identifying
different species of hydrometeors in precipitating sys-
tems (i.e., rain of different intensity, hail, snow, cloud
ice, etc.) use only linear polarimetric parameters, in-
cluding the linear depolarization ratio (LDR; e.g., Vi-
vekanandan et al. 1999; Zrnic and Ryzhkov 1999),
circular-polarization-based approaches have an ad-
vantage because CDR provides information on par-
ticle shape and shows only a very modest dependence
on particle orientation, while LDR depends very
strongly on hydrometer orientation. Unraveling ef-
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fects of shape and orientation in LDR is not straight-
forward. Furthermore, the depolarization is stronger
in the circular basis than in traditional linear h–y basis
(Matrosov 1991; Torlashi and Holt 1998). The Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)/Environmental Technology Laboratory
(ETL) studies of winter clouds using a Ka-band radar
operating in the circular and closely related to the
circular polarization bases (Matrosov et al. 1996,
2001; Reinking et al. 2002) lead to the concept of the
Ground-Based Remote Icing Detection System
(GRIDS) for identifying supercooled large liquid wa-
ter drops in nonprecipitating or weakly precipitating
winter clouds based on CDR measurements (Reinking
et al. 2001). The GRIDS radar needs to be very sen-
sitive and provide measurements over a very large
dynamic range because ‘‘weak’’ polarization channel
echoes in the case of near-spherical scatterers such as
water drops are typically about 30 dB lower than ech-
oes in the ‘‘strong’’ polarization channel.

The linear polarization basis, however, still remains
the basis of choice for most research polarimetric radars
that are used for precipitation studies. In the traditional
measurements scheme, horizontally (h) and vertically
(y) polarized radar signals are alternately transmitted
using the fast polarization switch with one (Zrnic 1991)
or two receivers. Either only copolar or both copolar
and cross-polar echoes are received. In the latter case,
the LDR measurements are available. Potentially, CDR
estimates can be obtained from the polarimetric param-
eters in the linear basis under certain assumptions (Ja-
meson 1987); however, it requires very accurate mea-
surements of these parameters over a large dynamic
range, and the resulting estimates could have high un-
certainties due to the measurement noise. A version of
the h–y polarization basis is a slant linear basis when
the polarization plane of the transmitted radar signals
is tilted by 458 relative to the horizontal (e.g., Chan-
drasekar et al. 1994; Chandra et al. 1995; Matrosov et
al. 2001). If both 458 slant and 2458 slant polarization
components are received, the corresponding echo power
measurements result in slant-458 LDR (SLDR). It can
be shown that for noncanted scatterers CDR and SLDR
are essentially identical. CDR is higher than SLDR if
hydrometeors are canted. A number of ETL’s Ka-band
studies of winter clouds were conducted using SLDR
(Reinking et al. 2002).

In recent years, another polarimetric measurement
scheme has become increasingly popular. Under this
scheme, the horizontally and vertically polarized radar
signals are transmitted simultaneously and the return
echoes on both polarizations are then simultaneously
measured by two receivers (Holt et al. 1999; Doviak
et al 2000, Torlashi and Gingras 2000; Scott et al.
2001). One receiver can also be used for a switched
reception in the simultaneous transmission–alternate
reception (STAR) mode. The simultaneous transmis-
sion and simultaneous receiving (STSR) measurement

scheme offers a number of advantages compared to the
traditional fast-switching scheme. These advantages
are discussed in detail by Doviak et al. (2000). The
STSR scheme was tested with the New Mexico Insti-
tute of Mining and Technology X-band radar (Scott et
al. 2001) and the Colorado State University–University
of Chicago–Illinois State Water Survey (CSU–CHILL)
S-band radar. This scheme, sometimes referred to as a
measurement scheme in a ‘‘hybrid’’ polarization basis
(Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001), is chosen for the po-
larimetric upgrade of the Weather Surveillance Radar-
1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) Next-Generation Weather
Radar (NEXRAD) network (Doviak et al. 2000). The
STSR scheme was also implemented with the NOAA/
ETL X-band precipitation radar in 2000 (Martner et
al. 2001). In projects prior to 2000, this radar was used
in the fast-switch h–y mode with simultaneous receiv-
ing copolar and cross-polar echoes (Matrosov et al.
1999).

One important disadvantage of the STSR scheme is
that it does not offer a direct measurement of depolar-
ization, though depolarization estimates can still be ob-
tained from the data (Holt et al. 1999). In this study, an
estimator to derive for CDR and closely related depo-
larization ratios (e.g., SLDR) directly from measured
complex voltages in the STSR scheme is discussed, and
illustrations are given for depolarization estimates in ice
clouds and rain obtained from measurements taken with
the NOAA X-band radar.

2. Radar measurables

In the linear h–y basis, the components of the electric
vector [Eh, Ey] of transmitted radar signals exiting the
antenna relate to components of radar echoes at the
antenna terminals [Eht, Ey t] by means of the transfor-
mation amplitude matrix, which is represented by the
scattering matrix bracketed by the two propagation ma-
trices (Doviak et al. 2000):

E T 0 S S T 0 Eht h hh hy h h5 , (1)) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )E 0 T S S 0 T Ey t y hy yy y y

where nondiagonal terms in the scattering matrix are
equal to each other in the radar convention, and the
propagation matrix diagonal elements are given by

0.5T 5 (DA ) exp(2jF /2), (2a)h h DP

0.5T 5 (DA ) . (2b)y y

These propagation elements are expressed using one-
way power attenuations (DAh) and (DAy) and the round
trip phase difference FDP between the horizontal and
vertical echo components. The amplitude scattering ma-
trix elements describe the transformation of the elec-
trical vector on backscattering. In the STSR scheme,
| Eh | 5 | Ey | . Using (1) and assuming that the phase
difference between horizontally and vertically trans-
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mitted components is b and the phase difference in the
h and y receivers is g, one can express the complex
voltages measured on h and y polarizations ( and(s)V h

) that are proportional to the elements Eht and Eyt in(s)V y

this scheme:
(s)V 5 {S A exp[ j(2F 1 b 1 g)]h hh hy DP

0.51 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 g)]}c, (3a)hy hy DP

(s) 0.5V 5 {S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 b)] 1 S }c, (3b)y hy hy DP yy

where c is a constant, the superscript (s) refers to the
STSR measurement scheme, and

A 5 DA /DA .hy h y (4)

For the fast h–y transmission switch and two-receiver
scheme, the corresponding complex voltages are

V 5 S A exp[ j(2F 1 b 1 g)]c, (5a)h hh hy DP

V 5 S c, (5b)y yy

0.5V 5 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 b]c, (5c)yh hy hy DP

where Vyh is the complex voltage for the cross-polar com-
ponent if the h polarization is transmitted (note that in
the convention adopted here Shy 5 Syh). The radar mea-
surables traditionally estimated in the fast-transmission-
switch scheme are differential reflectivity ZDR, correlation
coefficient rhy, the differential phase shift FDP, and linear
depolarization ratio in linear units Ldr:

2 2Z 5 ^ |V | &/^ |V | &, (6a)DR h y

2 0.5 2 0.5r 5 |^V V*& | /(^ |V | & ^ |V | & ), (6b)hy h y h y

F 5 arg(^V V*&), (6c)DP h y

2 2L 5 ^ |V | &/^ |V | &, (6d)dr yh h

where the angular brackets mean averaging over the
hydrometeor size distribution function and orienta-
tions, * is the complex conjugate sign, and LDR 5
10 log10 (Ldr ). Note that, given (6d), LDR is LDRh here
as opposed to LDR y . The estimate of r hy in this
scheme is not done at zero lag time, and some cor-
relation model needs to be assumed in order to re-
calculate estimates from (6b) for rhy at zero lag time
[i.e., rhy (0)].

In the STSR scheme, estimates of differential reflec-
tivity, correlation coefficient (at zero lag time), and dif-
ferential phase shift are calculated using the following
estimators:

(s) (s) 2 (s) 2Z 5 ^ |V | &/^ |V | &, (7a)DR h y

(s) (s)*|^V V & |h y(s)r (0) 5 , (7b)hy (s) 2 0.5 (s) 2 0.5(^ |V | & ^ |V | & )h y

(s) (s) (s)*F 5 arg(^V V &). (7c)DP h y

Note that estimates of primary polarimetric parameters
[(6a)–(6c)] and [(7a)–(7c)] in the fast-switch scheme
and in the STSR scheme are not identical. The cor-
responding differences are not expected to be substan-
tial and they usually are ignored (Doviak et al. 2000).
However, the fact that polarimetric parameters in dif-
ferent measurement schemes are not identical should
be retained. It was shown (Humphries et al. 1991) that
for canting angles not exceeding 28 differences be-
tween and ZDR can be neglected; however, for cant-(s)ZDR

ing angles of about 108 these differences can reach a
few tenths of a decibel (Matrosov et al. 2002). Scott
et al. (2001) also discussed differences between (s)rhy

and rhy .
The STSR measurement scheme does not allow direct

measurements of depolarization; however, the depolar-
ization information is contained in the STSR polari-
metric measurements. A simple estimator can be sug-
gested for estimating depolarization from the measured
complex voltages. It can be shown that the LHC and
RHC radar echoes can be expressed in terms of the
matrix elements (1) (Doviak et al. 2000)

2 2RHC ; (S T 1 S T ) (LHC transmitted), (8a)hh h yy y

2 2LHC ; (S T 1 S T ) (RHC transmitted), (8b)hh h yy y

2 2LHC ; (S T 2 S T 1 2 jS T T )hh h yy y hy h y

(LHC transmitted), (8c)
2 2RHC ; (S T 2 S T 2 2 jS T T )hh h yy y hy h y

(RHC transmitted). (8d)

Using (2a), (2b), and (4), CDR can be written as a ratio
of (8c) and (8a) or (8d) and (8b):

0.5 2^ |S A exp(2jF ) 6 2jS A exp(2jF /2) 2 S | &hh hy DP hy hy DP yyC 5 , (9)dr 2^ |S A exp(2jF ) 1 S ) | &hh hy DP yy

CDR 5 10 log (C ). (9a)10 dr

The following depolarization estimator in the STSR
scheme can be used:

(s) (s) (s) 2 (s) (s) 2D 5 ^ |V 2 V | &/^ |V 1 V | &, (10)dr h y h y

(s) (s)DR 5 10 log [D ]. (10a)10 dr

Taking into account (3a) and (3b), (10) can be re-
written as
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0.5 0.5 2^ |S A exp[ j(2F 1 b 1 g)] 1 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 g)] 2 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 b)] 2 S | &hh hy DP hy hy DP hy hy DP yy(s)D 5 .dr 0.5 0.5 2^ |S A exp[ j(2F 1 b 1 g)] 1 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 g)] 1 S A exp[ j(2F /2 1 b)] 1 S | &hh hy DP hy hy DP hy hy DP yy

(11)

If g 5 2b 5 6908, (11) provides true CDR. Indeed,
for g 5 2b 5 6908, the circularly polarized signals
are transmitted and, with one receiver having an addi-
tional 908 phase shift, RHC and LHC return echo com-
ponents are measured. The nominators and denomina-
tors in (9) and (11) describe the ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’
polarization returns (if FDP , 908).

The sum g 1 b has a simple manifestation in po-
larimetric measurements of differential phase shift: it
represents an initial phase (in other words, a phase off-
set) in measurements of FDP as a function of range. If
the initial backscatter shift can be neglected (e.g., at
vertical viewing, small drops), this holds exactly when
the estimator (6c) is used and approximately (unless the
cross terms Shy are zero, as in drizzle) when the estimator
(7c) is used for phase estimates. This initial phase can
be determined simply from measurements in rain. More
statistical reliability can be achieved when pointing ra-
dar vertically, since in such geometry there is practically
no differential phase shift accumulation along the radar
beam. This phase sum can potentially be adjusted by
tuning the receiver and/or transmitter hardware. It was
established that the NOAA/ETL X-band radar, used in
recent field projects, has g 1 b ø 38–48, although the
individual values of g and b were not exactly known.
Once set, the phases g and b can, most likely, be as-
sumed constant. An indirect indication of this is the fact
that the phase offset g 1 b in the NOAA/ETL X-band
radar did not exhibit noticeable variability in the course
of field measurements.

As soon as the sum g 1 b is sufficiently small or
accounted for in data processing, the estimator [(10)–
(11)] can be used for approximate depolarization mea-
surements, even if the condition g 5 2b 5 6908 does
not hold true. The arguments in favor of this are similar
to the ones given by Doviak et al. (2000), who pointed
out that the differences in the STSR mode and the fast-
switching mode estimates of differential reflectivity, co-
polar correlation coefficient, and differential phase shift
can be neglected for the most practical cases. These
arguments rely on the notion that the cross-polar terms
containing Shy are expected to be significantly smaller
than copolar terms containing Shh and Syy for most at-
mospheric hydrometeors. Such arguments, however,
could be less powerful for quasi-spherical particles since
the difference between Shh and Syy [see the numerator
in (11)] is small and the relative importance of the cross-
polar terms is increasing. Given this, it is highly desir-
able for CDR estimates to have g ø 2b ø 6908. If g
ø b ø 08, (11) provides SLDR as defined by Chan-

drasekar et al. (1994). For values other than 6908 or
08, depolarization from (11) corresponds to some ellip-
tical polarization providing ratios between CDR and
SLDR. As shown by Matrosov et al. (2001), for hy-
drometeors that are aligned with their major dimensions,
preferably in the horizontal plane, differences between
CDR and SLDR (and elliptical depolarization ratios
mentioned above) are expected to be small.

3. Examples of estimating depolarization in ice
clouds

As mentioned before, CDR (and, very closely related
to it, SLDR) is a useful polarimetric parameter for iden-
tifying hydrometeor types and estimating their shapes.
Most single-shape ice hydrometeors (except quasi-
spherical ones) tend to be preferably oriented with their
major dimensions in the horizontal plane (e.g., Sassen
1980). It has been shown both theoretically and exper-
imentally (e.g., Matrosov 1991; Matrosov et al. 2001)
that planar-type ice crystals, such as dendrites, stellars,
and different kinds of pristine plates, show a very dis-
tinct CDR pattern as a function of the radar elevation
angle x. CDR values from such crystals are the highest
at small elevation angles. As x increases, CDR mono-
tonically decreases, reaching its minimum values when
the radar beam is pointing vertically. The dynamic range
of CDR variations as a function of the radar elevation
angle depends on the hydrometeor mean aspect ratio
and the degree of particle flutter around the horizontal
orientation. CDR values, observed when x is about 308–
408, can be used for estimating the hydrometeor mean
aspect ratio if an assumption about the bulk density is
made (Matrosov et al. 2001).

The depolarization ratios of columnar-type crystals
(e.g., columns, bullets, needles) exhibit almost no
change (in SLDR) or a slight increase (in CDR) when
x increases. As in the case of planar crystals, mean-
aspect-ratio estimates can be made based on depolar-
ization measurements. Measurements made with the
NOAA Ka-band radar (Reinking et al. 2002) also
showed that lightly aggregated ice hydrometeors still
retain depolarization patterns that are characteristic of
pristine planar or columnar-type crystals, though these
patterns are not very profound. Depolarization of heavi-
ly aggregated ice hydrometeors and highly irregular par-
ticles is characterized by very low values that exhibit
no or very little variability with x. Matrosov et al. (2001)
and Reinking et al. (2002) show many examples of
SLDR measurements in winter clouds that support the
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FIG. 1. RHI scans (azimuth angle 68) of (a) horizontal polarization reflectivity and (b) differential reflectivity at 0001 UTC 16 Feb 2003.
Azimuthal scans (elevation angle 18) of (c) horizontal polarization reflectivity and (d) differential phase shift in light rain at 0235 UTC 16
Feb 2003. Azimuthal scans (elevation angle 18) of (e) horizontal polarization reflectivity and (f ) differential phase shift in moderate-to-heavy
rain at 0235 UTC 21 Mar 2001. All measurements are from the NOAA/ETL X-band radar (STSR mode).

information stated above. The polarization used in those
measurements was very close to the 458-slant linear, and
two receivers were used for simultaneous recording of
the copolar and cross-polar returns.

Depolarization measurements in nonprecipitating and
weakly precipitating winter clouds require very sensi-
tive radars, such as the NOAA/ETL Ka-band radar
(Martner et al. 2002), since the radar returns in the
‘‘weak’’ channel are usually two to three orders of mag-
nitude below the ‘‘strong’’ channel returns. The ap-
proach suggested above to estimate depolarization that
is close to CDR (or SLDR, depending on the hardware
phases b and g) using the STSR measurement scheme
that utilizes two ‘‘strong’’ copolar returns significantly
eases radar sensitivity requirements and allows the use
of longer wavelength radars, which also alleviates the
propagation effects.

Figures 1a and 1b show a range–height indicator
(RHI) scan of a cloud observed by the NOAA/ETL X-
band radar, which is about three orders of magnitude
less sensitive than the NOAA/ETL Ka-band radar. The
observation was made during the Pacific Jets Experi-
ment in January–February 2003 (PACJET-03). The ra-
dar was located at the coast near Fort Ross, California.

There is very little or no rain-present below the cloud
for 308 , x , 1208. However, rain is present north of
the radar at x & 308, as can be seen from the 68 azimuth
RHI in Fig. 1a, and the melting-layer bright band near
2-km height indicates the presence of ice in the cloud
above that altitude.

Figure 2 shows the elevation-angle dependencies of
and DR(s) obtained using estimators (7a) and (10)(s)ZDR

for a constant height of 5.5 km from the RHI scan of
Fig. 1. This height corresponds to a transition zone be-
tween low-reflectivity and high-reflectivity echoes in-
side the cloud. Radar echoes above 5.5 km are too close
to the radar noise floor for reliable estimates of DR(s) .
As was mentioned before, the estimated value for g 1
b was about 38–48. To correct for this offset, the com-
plex voltage terms (3a) were multiplied by a factor(s)V h

exp(2j3.58p/1808). No information on individual values
of g and b was available, and no attempt was made to
one individual values of these angles. As discussed
above, however, estimates of DR(s) are expected to cor-
respond to CDR or SLDR or somewhere in between
these two ratios, depending on individual values of g
and b. Such uncertainty in depolarization basis can
probably be tolerated since, as mentioned above, the
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FIG. 2. Elevation-angle dependencies of DR(s) and in the ice(s)ZDR

cloud shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. Estimates correspond to a constant
height of 5.5 km.

FIG. 3. Elevation-angle dependencies of DR(s) and in the ice(s)ZDR

cloud shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. Estimates correspond to a constant
height of 3.5 km.

corresponding differences are expected to be small. No
significant accumulation of the differential phase shift

along the radar beams in the RHI scan in Fig. 2(s)FDP

was observed for 308 , x , 1208 (not shown), so the
propagation effects were neglected for this case.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that DR(s) as a function of x
exhibits a typical pattern for CDR and SLDR that is
characteristic of planar crystals. The decreasing trend
of depolarization between x 5 408 and x 5 908 is about
4–5 dB, which is indicative of rimed dendrites (Fig. 5
in Matrosov et al. 2001) or lightly aggregated dendrites
(Fig. 11 in Reinking et al. 2002). Though much less
profound than that for DR(s) , as a function of x(s)ZDR

shows a somewhat similar trend. The corresponding var-
iability in is only a few tenths of a decibel. Although(s)ZDR

differential reflectivity and circular depolarization ratio
are not completely independent parameters, CDR as
mentioned above does not depend on particle orientation
in the polarization plane, whereas differential reflectiv-
ity does. It should be mentioned also that, unlike for
depolarization measurements, analyzing the ele-(s)ZDR

vation-angle trend does not allow discrimination be-
tween planar and columnar crystals (Matrosov et al.
2001). The statistical variability of DR(s) estimates
shown here (around 1 dB) is similar to that observed
with direct depolarization measurements using the
NOAA/ETL Ka-band radar.

Figure 3 shows the DR(s) and as functions of x(s)ZDR

for a constant cloud height of 3.5 km, which corresponds
to the area of high reflectivity. It can be seen that both
DR(s) and do not exhibit any obvious elevation-(s)ZDR

angle trend, and is close to zero. This, most likely,(s)ZDR

corresponds to highly aggregated irregular ice hydro-
meteors. It can be suggested that dendrites gradually
become more aggregated as they fall from higher to
lower altitudes within the cloud. The bulk density of

highly aggregated particles is relatively low, so they do
not exhibit noticeable polarimeric signatures.

The DR(s) level of around 223 dB is several decibels
higher than the level of about 227 to 228 dB seen for
such scatterers with the NOAA/ETL Ka-band radar
(Matrosov et al. 2001; Reinking et al. 2002). One pos-
sible explanation for this difference for low DR(s) values
can be a rather mediocre polarization isolation of the
X-band radar antenna, which was not designed specif-
ically for polarimetric measurements. However, fine-
tuning radar hardware parameters, including hardware
phases b and g to optimize polarimetric performance,
will require substantial efforts in the future but is not
crucial to the arguments presented here.

Another important advantage of depolarization esti-
mates in the STSR scheme, aside from the ability of
getting depolarization estimates in the strong receiving
channel measurement mode, is the possibility of as-
sessing the propagation effects. In a single-depolariza-
tion measurement mode employed by the NOAA/ETL
Ka-band radar and the future GRIDS radar (i.e., trans-
mitting single polarization and receiving co- and cross-
polarized echos), there is no simple way of estimating
these effects, although one can assume that for some
clouds observed at Ka-band, these effects can be sub-
stantial. The STSR mode offers a way of doing so be-
cause it provides a differential phase shift measurement
that is related to the magnitude of propagation effects.

To illustrate this point, Fig. 4 shows model calcula-
tions of CDR (in the Rayleigh regime) for the dendritic
crystals viewed at x 5 408 (i.e., the angle suggested for
the GRIDS radar). Absorption in a pure ice phase can
be neglected; hence, the propagation effects are solely
due to the phase rotation. The phase rotation causes
CDR to increase with FDP. Also shown in this figure is
the difference:

DC (F ) 5 C (F ) 2 C (F 5 0). (12)dr DP dr DP dr DP
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FIG. 4. Model calculations of CDR and DCDR as functions of the
differential phase shift for the model of single pristine dendrites ori-
ented in the horizontal plane and viewed at 408 elevation angle.

FIG. 5. Model calculations of CDR as a function of the differential
phase shift in rain for three different experimental drop size distri-
butions.

It can be seen that for some practical cases, the prop-
agation effects can be neglected if FDP , 108, but they
need to be accounted for at higher differential phase
shift values. The development of the procedure to com-
prehensively correct for the propagation effects is be-
yond the scope of current research.

4. Examples of estimating depolarization in rain

Circular polarization radar measurements have not
been used extensively for rain studies mainly because
of the significant dependence of reflectivities and hence
CDR on propagation effects (Doviak et al. 2000). Com-
pared to rain radars operating at S and C bands, these
effects are even more profoundly manifested at shorter
radar wavelengths, such as those at X band. In spite of
these limiting issues, testing the suggested DR(s) esti-
mator in rain is instructive since the results can be com-
pared to the theoretical expectations, thus confirming
the robustness of this estimator. The NOAA/ETL X-
band radar collected a significant amount of rain data
in the STSR measurement scheme that can be used for
this purpose. Note also that X-band frequencies have
been shown to be quite valuable in the rainfall parameter
retrieval using measurements of differential phase shift.
These measurements offer a robust way of accounting
for the effects of partial attenuation in the linear polar-
ization basis reflectivities (Matrosov et al. 1999, 2002).

Figure 5 shows model calculations of CDR measure-
ments in rain as a function of differential phase shift
FDP. Three different experimental drop size distribu-
tions (DSDs) collected during the PACJET-03 project
with a Joss–Waldfogel raindrop disdrometer were used
for this illustration. It was assumed that the rain micro-
physical properties were the same along the propagation
path and in the radar resolution volume. The presented
data demonstrate the significance of propagation effects

on CDR in rain. The calculations were performed with
accounting for both differential phase shift on propa-
gation and differential attenuation between h and y com-
ponents using the T-matrix approach (Barber and Yeh
1975). The equilibrium drop shape model and the drop
temperature of 108C were assumed. For a given drop
shape model, the effects of differential phase shift and
differential attenuation are directly related, so CDR de-
pendence on propagation effects can be given as a func-
tion of FDP.

As FDP increases (Fig. 5) the return echo power grad-
ually shifts from the cross-polar circular polarization
component (in the ‘‘strong’’ channel) to the copolar
component (in the ‘‘weak’’ channel), and CDR increas-
es. At FDP ø 908, both components are of equal strength.
For FDP . 908 (but FDP , 2708) the meanings of the
‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ channels become reversed. At
FDP 5 1808 in uniform rain, the measured CDR is the
negative of true CDR. The differences in CDR in rain
are important at small values of FDP, where propagation
effects are not yet strong. In this case, CDR values are
directly related to the drop shapes since these depolar-
ization ratios (unlike LDR and, to the lesser extent, ZDR)
are invariant to the drop orientation in the polarization
plane. The separation between backscattering and prop-
agation effects affecting CDR was discussed by Torlashi
and Holt (1993). Unraveling these effects becomes pro-
gressively more difficult as the accumulated differential
phase shift increases.

Figure 6 shows estimates of and DR(s) as func-(s)FDP

tions of range in a light stratiform rain with intensity
of about 2–3 mm h21. The radar beam for which data
are shown corresponds to the azimuth 2708 in the azi-
muthal scan presented in Figs. 1c and 1d. The data were
collected during the PACJET-03 field tests about 1.5 h
after the RHI scans discussed in section 3. It can be
seen that a differential phase offset (i.e., the sum b 1
g) is about 38–48, as mentioned above. The thick solid
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FIG. 6. Estimates of DR(s) and in a light rain as functions of(s)FDP

range. The data correspond to the 2708 azimuthal angle in Figs. 1c
and 1d. The approximation DR(s) 5 f ( ) (solid line) should be(s)FDP

read relative to the upper x axis.

FIG. 7. Estimates of DR(s) and in a moderate-to-heavy rain as(s)FDP

functions of range. The data correspond to the 1348 azimuthal angle
in Figs. 1e and 1f. The approximation DR(s) 5 f ( ) (solid line)(s)FDP

should be read relative to the upper x axis.

FIG. 8. Estimates of DR(s) and in a very heavy rain as functions(s)FDP

of range. The approximation DR(s) 5 f ( )(solid line) should be(s)FDP

read relative to the upper x axis.

line in Fig. 6 shows estimates of DR(s) as a function of
estimates (plotted as the upper x axis). Since both(s)FDP

DR(s) and are noisy, this correspondence is ap-(s)FDP

proximated by a polynomial curve. The polynomial ap-
proximation DR(s) 5 f ( )does not necessarily follow(s)FDP

the DR(s) 5 f (range) data points since as a function(s)FDP

of range is not generally linear. The main purpose of
showing DR(s) 5 f ( )data approximation is to com-(s)FDP

pare it with the theoretical curves in Fig. 5. As one can
see, the DR(s) increase as a function of differential phase
shift is in general agreement with the theoretical pre-
dictions for CDR presented in Fig. 5. Although, as men-
tioned above, there is an uncertainty about the polari-
zation basis of DR(s) estimates (since individual values
of the hardware phases g and b were not known), these
depolarization estimates in rain are expected to be close
to CDR because canting of rain drops is generally small,
which results in cross-polar terms Shy being very small,
and CDR and SLDR being close.

An example of DR(s) estimates from (10) for a mod-
erate/heavy rain is shown in Fig. 7. Since only relatively
light rains were observed during PACJET-03, data from
an earlier field project conducted at Wallops Island, Vir-
ginia, in the spring of 2001 (Matrosov et al. 2001) are
used here for the illustration. The radar hardware was
the same as in PACJET-03. It was established that during
the Wallops experiment, the differential phase offset
(i.e., b 1 g) was also about 38–48, as in the PACJET-
03 dataset, so the same procedure [i.e., the multiplica-
tion of the complex voltage term (3a) by a factor(s)V h

exp(2j3.58p/1808)], was used to obtain estimates of
DR(s) .

The radar beam data shown in Fig. 7 correspond to
the 1358 azimuth in the sector scan shown in Figs. 1e
and 1f. An average rainfall rate along the beam was

about 20–25 mm h21. Radar signals at X-band fre-
quencies are noticeably attenuated in rain of such in-
tensity, as is evident from Fig. 1e, where measured (i.e.,
not corrected for attenuation) reflectivities on horizontal
polarization are shown. A differential phase shift in-
crease of about 408 over the 25-km range is observed.
As shown in Fig. 5, such a phase shift corresponds to
CDR values of about 29 to 210 dB, which generally
agrees with the DR(s) estimates shown in Fig. 7. For this
example, DR(s) 5 f (FDP) and DR(s) 5 f (range) are sim-
ilar because FDP as a function of range tends to be rather
linear.

Figure 8 shows an example of DR(s) estimates in a
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very heavy rain. The radar signals penetrate a cell (from
1 km to about 4 km) of rain with an intensity of about
100 mm h21. Such intensity was indicated by at a Joss–
Waldvogel disdrometer and a high-resolution (0.01 in.)
tipping-bucket-type rain gauge that was recording tips
every 8–9 s. Both the disdrometer and the gauge were
deployed at 3.4 km from the radar along the 1348 azi-
muth for which the data in Fig. 8 are shown. The dif-
ferential phase shift accumulated in this cell is about
608, which corresponds to the specific differential phase
shift KDP of about 158 km21. This cell of the very heavy
rain is followed by a very light rain (from about 4 km
to about 10 km) with a flat interval of and DR(s) .(s)FDP

The rain picks up again after a range of 10 km, and the
radar signals are completely attenuated out beyond
about 20 km when is reaching 1208. The NOAA/(s)FDP

ETL X-band radar was not operating in its most sen-
sitive mode during this field experiment.

As seen from Fig. 8, DR(s) estimates, as expected (see
Fig. 5), are about 0 dB when ø 908, signifying the(s)FDP

equality of power received on two orthogonal compo-
nents of the circular polarization. A ‘‘switch’’ between
the ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ channels occurs at this point.
One remarkable fact of differential phase shift mea-
surements shown in Figs. 6–8 is that there are no ob-
vious manifestations of the backscatter phase shift.
Some possible explanations for this fact are discussed
by Matrosov et al. (2002). Overall, the estimates of DR(s)

in rain indicate a general robustness of the estimator
(10), and they are in qualitative and, to a certain extent,
quantitative agreement with the theoretical expectations
for CDR.

5. Conclusions

The simultaneous transmission–simultaneous receiv-
ing (STSR) measurement scheme in the linear h–y basis
is becoming increasingly popular with weather research
polarimetric radars and is being considered for the po-
larimetric upgrade of the U.S. operational network of
WSR-88D (NEXRAD) radars. Though this scheme of-
fers a number of important advantages and a relative
simplicity in hardware compared to the traditional fast-
switching h–y mode, it does not provide a means for
obtaining linear depolarization ratio (LDR), which is
often measured by research polarimetric radars em-
ploying the fast-switching measurement scheme. The
STSR scheme, however, does offer a relatively straight-
forward way for estimating circular depolarization ratio
(CDR) and closely related depolarization ratios such as
SLDR. For limited propagation effects (e.g., in nonpre-
cipitating and weakly precipitating winter clouds) CDR
is superior to LDR because it depends only weakly on
hydrometeor orientation, whereas LDR shows a strong
dependence on orientation; hence, CDR is more indic-
ative of particle shape than LDR. Further more, CDR
is greater than LDR in absolute terms. Thus a technique
that allows CDR to be estimated in the STSR radar

configuration adds a benefit of improved particle clas-
sifications.

A simple estimator that uses measurements of com-
plex voltages Vh and Vy in h and y receiver channels in
the STSR scheme directly provides depolarization val-
ues. The estimates depend on two differential phases of
radar hardware: the differential phase between h and y
components on transmission (b) and that on receiving
(g). When g 5 2b 5 6908, these estimates represent
true CDR and are subject to weather influences only.
They are affected by propagation effects in the hydro-
meteor medium. Since g and b individually contaminate
the smaller cross-polar contributions to larger copolar
echoes in the estimator, acceptable estimates of CDR
are possible to obtain even if individual values of hard-
ware phases are not exactly known, as long as the con-
dition g 1 b 5 08 is satisfied. For conditions other than
g 5 2b 5 6908, depolarization ratios, strictly speak-
ing, correspond to other depolarization ratios (including
SLDR for g 5 b 5 08). The differences between CDR
and these depolarization ratios, however, are small under
the condition that cross-polar terms in the linear scat-
tering matrix are small compared to copolar terms. This
condition is often satisfied for planar and elongated ice
crystals and rain drops that exhibit small canting.
Though there is a potential for estimating CDR from
measurements of other polarimetric parameters, the es-
timates directly from measured complex voltages are
considered more robust.

An important advantage of such estimates is that the
voltages from two linear copolar returns are used with-
out a need for measuring ‘‘weak’’-channel polarization
echoes. This significantly eases the sensitivity require-
ments for radars such as GRIDS that rely on CDR mea-
surements. Thus, weaker transmitters, smaller antennas,
or longer wavelengths could be used for such radars.
Another important advantage of estimating CDR in the
STSR measurement scheme is that the independent es-
timates of the meteorological differential phase shift
( ) in this scheme can be used for assessing (and(s)FDP

prospectively removing) the propagation effects from
CDR estimates.

The DR(s) estimator providing near-CDR estimates in
the STSR linear basis measurement scheme was initially
tested using measurements of NOAA/ETL X-band radar
in ice clouds and in rainfall of different intensities. The
estimated value of the sum g 1 b for this radar was
about 38–48, and a corresponding correction was intro-
duced. No independent estimates of individual values
for g and b were available. The DR(s) data decreasing
with an increase in the radar elevation angle x were
obtained for upper parts of ice clouds. These depolar-
ization patterns are typical for CDR and SLDR of den-
dritic ice crystals, and they had been earlier observed
with much more sensitive radars (e.g., the NOAA/ETL
Ka-band radar) that were transmitting a single polari-
zation and receiving the copolar and cross-polar com-
ponents of return echoes. The DR(s) elevation angle pat-
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terns are much more pronounced than those from dif-
ferential reflectivity, and, unlike , DR(s) can be used(s)ZDR

to differentiate between planar- and columnar-type ice
crystals.

The DR(s) estimates in rain were in general qualitative
and quantitative agreement with modeling. For small
values of , circular depolarization ratios are directly(s)FDP

related to drop shapes. With increasing differential
phase shift, DR(s) increases, reaching zero at ø 908.(s)FDP

Although initial tests indicated robustness of the DR(s)

estimator, more data, obtained with different radars op-
erating in the STSR mode in wider meteorological con-
ditions, are needed to further verify this approach and
explore its strengths and limitations. It is intended also
to set g 5 2b 5 908 (or 2908) with the NOAA/ETL
X-band radar, so DR(s) will more closely correspond to
CDR.
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